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Summary 
In this document, examples are provided to illustrate how dispensed glue, double sided adhesive, wire 

bonding, soldering, conductive glue and other technologies can be utilized to achieve optimized integration 

of poLight® TLens® for specific camera design requirements. Basic principles of integrating TLens® 

mechanically and electrically are introduced. 
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1 Introduction 
TLens® is a tunable MOEMS (Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical System) device that will provide auto focus 

function by deflection of an optical membrane. By applying a TLens® on top of fixed focus lens stack, it is 

possible to achieve an autofocus lens system with no need to move the fixed focus lens stack in respect to 

the image sensor. 

PoLight® has introduced a product where TLens® is integrated with mechanical structure called Package, 

designed for optimized handling & assembly, thermal behavior and reliability. 
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Figure 1: Essential parts of Packaged TLens® (Example). 

Packaged TLens® has been proven to be suitable for various small camera module integrations. This 

document presents alternative concepts to integrate TLens®. New concepts provide solutions for further 

size reduction and specific connectivity requirements.  

2 Requirements for successful integration 
For example, following parameters were considered while optimizing integration methods for TLens®: 

optical performance, size, cost, distance between TLens optical surface and first fixed focus lens, position 

and tilt of TLens®, common assembly equipment in the industry, processing temperatures, thermal 

expansion, impact resistance, reliability of electrical connection, electrical grounding, and cosmetics. 

In order to secure optical performance and quality of TLens® actuator, external mechanical constraint and 

forces on any area of TLens® must be minimized over the operating temperature range of TLens®.  

For electrical connection, TLens® has aluminium contact pads equipped with gold bumps to provide reliable 

low resistance connection. All four corners have contact pads, but only two need to be connected, one for 

top electrode and one for bottom electrode. Once mounted, TLens® contact pads will be facing fixed focus 

lens holder. 

 

 

Figure 2: TLens® contact pad with gold bump. 

In order to guarantee the performance and reliability of TLens® autofocus functionality, the electrical 

connection should by design avoid introducing mechanical stress on the TLens® actuator over functional 
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temperature range. Low temperature gold wire bonding is fully applicable connection method and already 

verified by poLight®. 

3 Advanced integration examples 

3.1 Electrical connectivity 
One option to make electrical connection is to apply gold wires on TLens® contact pads. Gold wires will be 

connected to conductive traces on lens holder, which bring connection from TLens® to main PCB of camera 

module. Traces can be made for example by laser direct structuring (LDS), sheet metal or silver ink. 

Examples of potential connection methods of the gold wires to the traces are soldering and conductive 

silver paste. 

3.2 Mounting TLens® to fixed focus lens holder 
Basic principle of PoLight® Package design is that TLens® is mounted to adjacent structure with soft glue 

points which are positioned off-axis to prevent/minimise mechanical constrains on the TLens® actuator. 

Figure 3 illustrates off axis glue dots and how dimensional changes due to thermal expansion cause mainly 

rotational transformation and no/minimal stress on TLens®. 

 

  

Figure 3: Glue dots at TLens® actuator perimeter 

One alternative mounting option is to use a double-sided adhesive tape. Figure 4 illustrates an example of 

double-sided tape placed on top of fixed focus lens stack. Tape corners are opened to make space for 

electrical contacts. 
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Figure 4: Double-sided adhesive tape on camera housing 

 

3.3 Example A 
In Example A, a FPCB is attached to TLens® either with double-sided adhesive or dispensed glue. Electrical 

connection is provided by wire bond between TLens® and FPCB. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Example A structure. 

Product is then mounted on top of camera module and FPCB bent down against camera module housing. 

Connection terminals at the tail of FPCB are for example soldered directly to main PCB of camera module.  

 

Figure 6: Example A structure assembled on camera housing. 
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3.4 Example B 
Example B also uses a FPCB, but this one is optimized for circular space limitation. Minimum circular size is 

defined by TLens® actuator diagonal dimension. TLens is mounted on FPCB with double-sided tape. 

Electrical connection is provided by wire bond between TLens® and FPCB. 

 

Figure 7: Example B structure. 

Product is then mounted on top of circular FF lens barrel which has connection traces for TLens®. 

Connection terminals on FPCB can be plated through holes which can be connected to lens barrel by 

soldering or conductive glue. 

 

Figure 8: Example B structure assembled on lens barrel. 

3.5 Example C 
Example C is a structure where a sheet metal is formed and attached to TLens® following the off-axis glue 

principle. A simple FPCB is used to carry electrical connection from camera housing to TLens®. In this 

example, options to contact TLens® to FPCB are potentially wire bonding, conductive glue, or mechanical 

spring contact. 

  

Figure 9: Example C structure. 
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Mechanical spring contact, more specifically, is a contact between the gold bump on TLens® and gold 

plated contact pad on FPCB. As the contact requires spring force, FPCB pad is pressed against the gold 

bump utilizing spring force from FPCB itself and/or sheet metal part. 

3.6 Example D 
Example D has a FPCB mounted on TLens® membrane side with double-sided adhesive or dispensed glue, 

and electrical connection is provided by wire bonding. 

  

Figure 10: Example D structure. 

Structure is mounted to camera module with glue or 2-sided tape, either at FPCB wing area or directly at 

membrane area. FPCB has contact pads for conductive glue or soldering. 

3.7 Example E 
In example E, TLens® is mounted directly on lens barrel with glue. Electrical connection is provided by 

extending the flexible portion of main rigid-FPCB board to form a kind of ‘branch’ that can be bent up 

against the lens holder so that connection pads at the branch come to proximity of gold wires applied on 

TLens®. Gold wires can then be connected to the FPCB for example by soldering or conductive glue. 

 

Figure 11: Example E structure. 

3.8 Example F 
In example F, TLens® is mounted on a thin sheet with 2-sided adhesive or glue. Sheet may be made of 

plastic or metal. The sheet may be used to block unwanted rays and reflections of light. In the case of metal 

sheet, it may be required to add ground trace to connect the sheet to camera PCB ground. A plastic part – 

surrounding TLens – is attached to the sheet. The plastic part has conductive traces, made by e.g. metal 

insert moulding or LDS. Plastic part may be replaced by PCB in some cases. Electrical connection is provided 

by wire bond between TLens® and conductive traces. 
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Figure 12: Example F structure. 

 

 

Figure 13: Example F camera module illustration. 

 

4 Conclusion 
Optimal integration solution depends on use case, and may be selection, or combination, of what is 

presented above. In order to validate the concept poLight® recommend to verify the design performance 

through thermal simulation over operating temperature range and to build prototype to verify and confirm 

that the design and materials used are performing as expected. 
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Glossary 
 

Acronym Description 

PCB Printed Circuit Board 

FPCB Flexible Printed Circuit Board 

FF Fixed Focus 

MOEMS Micro-Opto-Electro-Mechanical System 

TBD To Be Defined 

LDS Laser Direct Stucturing 

  

 

 

Legal 
The material herein, including but not limited to all design, drawings, technical specifications and other confidential 

information sent to you ("Material"), is the exclusive property of poLight ASA1. The Material is classified as strictly 

confidential information and is internationally protected by patent, copyright-, trademark and other intellectual 

property laws and regulations.  

Any copying, reproduction, modification or distribution of the Material not in accordance with a special written license 

agreement with poLight ASA1 is expressly prohibited. The Material is sent to you for internal use only and shall only be 

used as expressly instructed by poLight ASA1.  

Any use of the Material or any product from poLight ASA1 in devices or systems for supporting or monitoring life or for 

surgical implants into the body is strictly prohibited unless poLight ASA1 expressly allows such use in writing.  

The Material is issued to provide outline information only and shall not be regarded as a representation relating to the 

Materials, hereunder but not limited to products or services concerned. poLight ASA1 reserves the right to alter without 

notice the Material, hereunder but not limited to the specification, design, price or conditions of supply of the product. 

1)Also includes subsidiaries 

 

 


